
 

 

 

Topic overview 

Farming systems and farms are operating in social and spatial settings. Through their activities they shape their 

social and spatial environment, such as landscape, village live, rural identity and tourism opportunities. In turn, 

they are affected by their social and spatial environment, be it agricultural policy, regional planning and 

development, consumer lifestyle or demographic change. At the same time, they are social and spatial 

arrangements themselves, involving farming families and workers, sites with buildings, infrastructure and fields, 

for example. Some of the socio-spatial relations of farming may appear stable or slow in dynamism, while others 

may appear sudden, drastic, rapid or disruptive. Thus, questions arise as to what are drivers of individual socio-

spatial dynamics of farming, what effects they have and why there are instances of resistance to change.  

 

 

 

Social and geographic research methods and theories are ideally suited to approach these questions of socio-

spatial dynamics of farming. They could, for example, uncover the extent to which farmers or farm workers are 

able to influence these dynamics or the degree to which they are only cogwheels in a system. Likewise, the 

methods and theories could examine how farmers, farming stakeholders or members of wider society feel about 

these dynamics. The methods and theories could also be used to establish measures that influence the socio-

spatial dynamics of farming, for example through policy and planning.  

 

Supervision 

You will write your thesis within the Economic Geography Unit at the University of Bern in collaboration with the  

Socioeconomics Group of the federal research centre on agri-food systems Agroscope. Supervision will be shared 

between the two institutions.  
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Potential topics 

- How does local or regional building development pressure influence business orientations of farms? 

- To what extent do stakeholder perceptions of farming at the urban fringes converge? 

- How do local social relations affect sustainability of farms? 

- How do farmers feel about rural landscapes and related policies? 

- How do farmers feel about the use of remote sensing to monitor their compliance with policy measures? 

- What is the role of spatial settings for the quality of life at farms? 

- How do farms influence quality of life in their spatial surroundings, such as villages? 

- How do agri-food sector transformations impact the social sustainability of farms or farming communities? 

- How can farmers or agricultural policy contribute to mitigating the urban-rural divide? 

- What spatial and locational factors influence farm diversification? 

- What are barriers and drivers of new entrants into farming? 

- How do spatial and locational factors influence in farm succession? 

- How does place-attachment of farmers affect farming decisions? 

- What regional implications can the reduction of stocking densities of farm animals have? 

- How do spatial arrangements and melioration influence working time budgets of individual farms or of 

regional farming sectors? 

- How do spatial arrangements of climate change adaptation and mitigation measures influence work loads 

of farms? 

- How do spatial settings influence the outsourcing of farm work to contractors in Switzerland? 

- To what extent do spatial settings influence adoption of climate change mitigation or adaptation measures 

at farms?  

- What spatial factors play a role in the acceptance of agricultural photovoltaics? 

- What social aspects determine the implementation of policy schemes that connect ecological focus areas 

to protect biodiversity in farming landscapes? 
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